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with the star wars game star wars: knights of
the old republic, the only other star wars game
to bear the name of the franchise's first film,

it's the only game in the star wars franchise to
feature knights as its main character class. for
the first time, players not only have access to

the jedi order, the sith order and the
scoundrels but also to knights as a class. the
knights are a new class, with four different
archetypes which are derived from the four
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different orders of the jedi: jedi consular, jedi
sentinel, jedi guardian and jedi assassin.

tiberium wars is a real-time strategy game
where the player assumes the role of the

leader of the global defense initiative (gdi) or
the brotherhood of nod (nod) in a conflict
between the two opposing factions. it was
released on the macintosh and windows

platforms, and later ported to other platforms.
the game was released in two parts: a single-
player campaign, and a multiplayer game; the
single-player campaign was bundled with the

windows version, while the multiplayer version
was not. the game is set in the year 2007. the
game's setting is modern-day north america,

and revolves around the global defense
initiative (gdi), an organization formed by the
united states, russia, china, great britain, and

france to combat the brotherhood of nod
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(nod), an international terrorist organization.
the story begins with the nod successfully
planting a bomb in a public transportation

system in the heart of washington, d.c. and
detonating it. while the first game in the

series, command & conquer: tiberian sun, was
set in a science fiction post-apocalyptic world,

the second game, command & conquer:
generals, was set in an alternate reality where

the cold war never ended, and the united
states and the soviet union were still at war.
this third game in the series is set in a world
where the cold war never ended. in the year
2007, the american and russian governments
fight each other to control the remains of a

destroyed soviet nuclear warhead in the rocky
mountains. russian president vladimir

chernenko is killed by a gdi strike team, and
the gdi eventually unites the world's
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governments to form the united nations.
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the most noteworthy change in tiberium
essence is the new faction, the forgotten. gdi
had been engaged in three campaigns by this

point, and while the player had access to a
large number of units, some of them were very
infrequently used. the forgotten, however, are
a new faction, and they play out the gdi part of

the story. they're also very good at using
cover and moving through it, something no

other faction is particularly known for. in their
own campaign, they're also aided by the

introduction of a new ai commander, called
the 'mastermind', which can be picked out and

highlighted by looking at the minimap. they
also have a number of vehicles that are unique
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to this faction. the new units are certainly
welcome additions, and they effectively fill out

the roster of gdi units for a much more
interesting game. the mod also features a

number of tweaks to the regular campaign,
and these are typically minor changes. a big

one is that each campaign now has a different
tone, with the three campaigns of gdi being
very different, the brotherhood of nod being
very different, and the forgotten being both
different from both. they're also each more
difficult, having fewer resources available to
them and a greater number of enemies. this

makes the campaign more challenging, which
is an improvement over the original game,

where the campaigns tended to be too easy.
the two new campaigns are the brotherhood of
nod and the forgotten, which both have their
own map packs. the original tiberium essence
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map pack is now called, 'new terrain' and
contains new bases, new units, new buildings

and even new roads. it's available to download
now. 5ec8ef588b
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